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Strategic Vision 2010 - 2015

Dear Friends,

During 2009-2010, Mujeres Unidas y Activas (MUA) engaged in a strategic planning process that
resulted in our five year vision. Through the process, we studied our history, acknowledged our areas
of expertise, celebrated our victories, and recognized our increasing political power. What follows are
the highlights of a very detailed process that included the creation of ambitious goals and very specific
activities and plans.

As we began the process, we marveled at the tremendous expansion of our staff, budget, and
leadership. In just five years, MUA’s staff has grown from 4 to 12 people, our budget has tripled
surpassing the million dollar mark, and we have trained hundreds of immigrant women to lead our
organization. MUA is at the forefront of a vibrant multi-racial movement for worker justice and
immigrant rights, our organizing reaches from the local to the international levels, and our political
analysis and alliances have become more strategic and sophisticated. Given our success, we reaffirmed
our core strategies of peer support, leadership development and community organizing. But we also
clarified the capacity, program integration, and internal structures that we need to develop in order to
sustain our growth and be effective in the future.

MUA’s strategic vision includes a desire to increase our impact by creating pathways to carry the
leadership of our grassroots members outside and beyond our organization. It introduces an
expansive vision of our role as movement leaders; identifies strategies for sharing our organizational
model nationally; and shares the steps we will take to continue building a sustainable and
autonomous organization that prioritizes Latina immigrant leadership.

We are grateful to all the participants in this process – especially MUA’s staff, Board of Directors, and
member-led committees – for their contribution of time, energy, and dedication and their continued
efforts to make this plan a success.

In Solidarity,

Andrea Lee & Juana Flores
MUA Co-Directors

Maria Reyes
MUA Board President
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Who We Are
Mujeres Unidas y Activas is a grassroots organization of Latina immigrant women with a double
mission of promoting personal transformation and building community power for social and
economic justice.
We achieve our mission by:
■

Creating an environment of understanding and confidentiality

■

Empowering and educating our members to provide mutual support

■

Offering trainings to build the economic security and leadership of our members

■

Working in diverse alliances on the local, regional, national, and international levels

■

Organizing campaigns to win immigrant, workers’ and women’s rights
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My life has changed because of MUA. Before I felt insecure and was so afraid to be an
immigrant woman alone in this country. MUA has built my sense of security, given me
the support and energy I needed to move ahead in my life, and motivated me to
organize for justice for my community.
– Enma Delgado, MUA Campaign Leader
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Accomplishments
For 20 years, Mujeres Unidas y Activas has transformed the lives of thousands of Latina immigrant
women and organized to improve the social, economic and political conditions of Latino immigrant
families in the Bay Area. MUA has supported Latina immigrant women in discovering our own
strength and voice — building our self-esteem and self-determination so that we are able to break the
cycles of violence and poverty in our families’ lives.

MUA’s innovative leadership development model trains members to plan and implement our
programs and lead our work for social justice. Each week, nearly one hundred members fill our two
offices and actively volunteer their time as peer counselors, outreach workers, group facilitators,
community organizers, grassroots fundraisers, and board members. MUA is proud to be a national
model for Latina immigrant empowerment and organizing and to have created a healthy, sustainable
grassroots led organization. We believe in our model and have offered support and trainings that
have led to the founding and strengthening of emerging immigrant women’s organizations from
Alaska to Alabama.

MUA’s concrete wins over the past 20 years allow us to continue to:
■

Improve the lives of Latina immigrant women and our families

■

Ensure that our voices are heard

■

Support Latino families, regardless of immigration status, to have access to educational,
health, and social services in our own language

■

Demand dignity and respect for the domestic workers that make all other work possible

■

Organize against harmful immigration enforcement policies that tear apart and terrorize families

■

Strengthen the movements for immigrant, women’s, and worker rights across the country
and world
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At MUA I learned to know myself, to make my own decisions, to speak out and to take
action without fear. Today, I am a leader of MUA because I know my community and
people have many needs. As immigrants, we suffer so much abuse and discrimination
simply because we have a dream of a better future for our families.
– Sylvia Lopez, MUA Board Member
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Vision
Collectively, MUA aims to realize the following vision.

■

We work so that women are able to live with respect, dignity, and self-determination.

■

We organize so that women’s paid and unpaid work will be respected and valued.

■

We strengthen immigrant families so that the relationship between parents and children is
healthy and immigrant children grow up feeling sure of themselves. We promote a better
future for immigrant children and youth.

■

We struggle to create equal access for all to high quality services, whether in the area of
health, education, housing, or employment.

■

We demand a living wage and a safe working environment for all immigrant workers,
especially women workers.

■

We work to liberate society from domestic violence, war, and other abuses of power.

■

We want an economic and political system that creates just conditions at the local and
global levels so that no one has to leave their country in order to survive.

■

We struggle for the freedom of movement for all; immigration laws based on respect for
people; recognition of the tremendous contributions of immigrants; and the right to live
free from violence.

■

We seek solidarity amongst races and amongst people of different countries, cultures, and
immigration status. We unite with diverse struggles, recognizing that when we unite we
build power for everyone.

■

We are proud to be immigrants. We celebrate our cultures and languages, we work to
conserve them, and we recognize the beauty and value of who we are.
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Values
During our strategic planning we identified and defined our core values. MUA believes in:

■

COMPASSION that enables us to understand the situation of each woman with patience and
comprehension and offer support and companionship without creating dependency or
encouraging victimization.

■

RESPECT for each individual’s differences, needs, and aspirations. We extend our respect to
all beings and to Mother Earth and understand that we are all interconnected.

■

MUTUAL SUPPORT which allows each woman to flourish by giving according to her capacity
and receiving based on her needs.

■

SELF-DETERMINATION that enables each woman to make the right decisions for herself, live free
from violence and discrimination, and have access to ample opportunities during the different
stages of her life to achieve economic security, health and safety for her and her family.

■

LEARNING at our own pace and level, developing new abilities so that we can excel as
individuals and as an organization, and constantly reflecting and evaluating so as to
improve ourselves and our work.

■

SOLIDARITY with all who suffer injustice, consciousness of our common struggles, and a
commitment to work together to create a sustainable global community that respects
human rights and sees our diversity as a collective strength.

■

TRANSPARENCY about organizational resources and decisions so that our members are able to
participate in decision-making fully and knowledgeably.
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I return continuously to MUA’s values as a way of clarifying their meaning and
deepening their effect on my work and my personal life. MUA’s values guide my
interactions with my coworkers and our members, help me to set priorities for my
program, and provide the measure by which I evaluate our success. They are the
foundation that gives meaning to the organization.
— Carmen Denis, MUA Caring Hands Coordinator
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Strengths
Programs
■

A compelling mission supported by effective strategies and tactics.

■

Understanding of and respect for our multiple roles and identities within our families, and
programs that welcome and benefit our entire family – especially our children.

■

A holistic model of service delivery through which over 50 Latina immigrant women provide
support, counseling, referrals, and education services to over 500 of our peers each year.

■

A workforce development program that has 15 years of experience providing
comprehensive and professional job skills training to over 200 Latina immigrants and ongoing job placement support to 80 women each year.

Organizing
■

A comprehensive analysis of the relationship between worker, immigrant, and women’s rights.

■

A clear and central organizing platform focused on winning dignity and justice for
immigrant domestic workers.

■

A strong base of hundreds of organized immigrant women leaders.

■

Participation in and leadership of multi-racial multi-ethnic alliances and a strong network
of strategic allies and partner organizations.
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For the past seven years. I have been impressed with the ways MUA has kept its mission
and values at the center of its efforts to tackle financial sustainability, maintain a healthy
co-executive leadership structure, develop grassroots leadership both within MUA and
in partner organizations beyond MUA’s doors, and continually empower and highlight
the voices of Latina immigrant women. At MUA, leadership development is not a
complement to their work, it IS their work.
— Linda Wood, Evelyn and Walter Haas Jr. Fund
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Strengths
Leadership
■

A leadership development model that prioritizes building the skills of hundreds of
Latina immigrant women each year and has created clear opportunities for us to lead
our organization.

■

A committed Board of Directors made up of grassroots leaders and community allies.

■

A dedicated and stable staff with varying and complimentary life experiences and skills.

■

A desire to integrate and support English learning as a component of leadership
development for staff and members.

■

A commitment to building new tiers of leadership within our staff, improving
communication and coordination of services, and integrating our programs.

Resources
■

A diverse funding base and an innovative grassroots fundraising program that engages
members, board, and staff.

■

Responsible planning and budgeting that has enabled us to create a healthy emergency reserve.
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MUA's Grassroots Fundraising Program demonstrates that a complex and
comprehensive social justice organization can effectively and creatively begin
the move from dependence on the vagaries of foundation funding to revenue
sustainability through the development of its internal capacities and
grassroots leadership.
— Rebecca Johnson, FACT Management Assistance Program Consultant
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Strategic Questions
MUA’s strategic planning process focused on 6 key areas:
1) Accountability to our Members
We looked at what we are doing well and how we can improve particularly given the changing
demographics of our membership. We determined:
■

How are the demographics of our membership changing?

■

What new needs do our members have that we aren’t currently fulfilling?

■

What is the current size of our service population, membership, and leadership?

2) Scope
We explored what would be the right balance between deepening current programs and expanding
our impact more broadly. We considered:
■

What impacts do we want to have in terms of the number of women to whom we provide
direct services and the number of members we are able to organize and mobilize?

■

What are the different models for expansion that we might consider?

■

What criteria should we use when exploring new direct services and organizing
opportunities?

3) Identity
We talked about the tensions that emerge as a result of our dual mission of combining political
advocacy work with personal transformation and direct service support. We discussed:
■

Which aspect of our mission should be prioritized?

■

What does it mean to be an immigrant-led organization?

■

How can we promote and build the leadership of our Latina immigrant base while
integrating support from non-immigrants?
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4) Program Integration
We examined whether the two components of our double mission – personal transformation and
building political power – were embodied in each of our programs. We asked:
■

How might our programs strengthen existing or engage in new activities so as to fulfill both
components of our mission?

■

How do our programs relate to and support one another?

■

How can we better integrate and balance our work as our staff grows and programs become
more complex?

5) Structure
We reviewed the role of our board, current staff positions, and existing leadership structures and
thought about how they need to evolve to sustain and promote growth. We evaluated:
■

How might we shift responsibilities amongst existing staff and what new positions will we need?

■

What support and training will staff – and especially those of us who began as grassroots
members – need to fulfill our job responsibilities successfully?

■

What kinds of leadership, management and supervision structures will facilitate
communication and integration?

6) Sustainability
We identified the financial resources and skills we will need to implement and sustain the work
proposed. We debated:
■

How can we increase the scale of our existing grassroots fundraising program and thus
reduce our dependence on foundation and government funders?

■

How do we achieve full engagement of staff, board, and our membership in fundraising?

■

How can we build English language skills of more staff so that they can be better advocates
for our members, ambassadors to our funders and donors, and spokespeople for our
organizing campaigns?
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Highlights of Desired Strategic Outcomes

Build Immigrant Wom
■

Deeper political education and organizing skills trainings that
illuminate the link between personal transformation
and political action.
■

■

■

Successful passage of a Domestic Worker Bill
of Rights in California.

Our members are trained to provide
high quality peer support services.

Increased self-sufficiency of members
in their search for employment.

■

New collaborations and programs that make our
peer support model available to more Latina
immigrant women.

■

New opportunities for Latina immigrant to break
our silence and proclaim an end to the violence in
our lives.

Improve and Expand
Direct Services
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■

Clarification of leadership pathways that allow veteran members to
deepen involvement and newer members to embark on a journey
of personal and political growth.
■

MUA members are taking on new and more complex roles
within our organization and put their expertise to work
beyond our doors.

Deepen Opportun
ities fo
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men’s Political Power
■

A stronger domestic worker movement in the United States and
internationally.

■

Recognition of MUA as a movement leader
for worker justice and immigrant rights.

Diversified and increased fund development
capacity through our grassroots fundraising
program, strengthened board, staff and ally
involvement, and improved communication
Promote a Sustainable with donors.
■

and Autonomous
Organization

■
■

A healthy reserve and stable budget.
Effective evaluation and documentation
that demonstrates our impact.

■ Increased Latina immigrant leadership of
our staff and board as a result of investment in
professional development and building English
language capacity.
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■

MUA’s history and model is being used to strengthen the capacity
of emerging organizations, especially our sisters in the National
Domestic Worker Alliance.

■

MUA staff is effectively balancing providing direct service, building leadership
internally, and playing a leadership role in the social justice movement.

ent
or Leadership Developm
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"MUA is a unique model in the movement of an organization that works deeply with its
members, has multiple leadership roles in the community and has achieved scale. It
proves the impossible is actually possible; you can work with people deeply and have a
broad impact. A key part of that is the culture and leadership within MUA. It is truly an
environment where everyone's voice and experience is accounted for, heard and
respected. In MUA's vision, all of us can see our hopes and dreams reflected."
— Ai-jen Poo, National Domestic Worker Alliance

Deepen Opportunities for Leadership Development
A key success of our last strategic plan was the creation of our innovative leadership development
model. Through this model, hundreds of Latina immigrant women have been trained over the past
five years to implement all aspects of MUA’s peer support and organizing programs. Our vision for
the future is to lift this leadership into new and more complex roles within our own organization and
carry it beyond our doors. We want to see MUA members implementing our peer support model in
other agencies and organizing and building coalitions with our allies. We also want the immigrant
members of our staff to balance their internal work of providing direct services and building
leadership with external roles as leaders of the social justice movement and capacity builders of other
organizations. Over the next five years MUA will:

■

Create new opportunities for leadership development within our organization so that
veteran members deepen their involvement and new members identify many future
opportunities for advancement

■

Compliment existing leadership development opportunities with professional development
trainings focused on English language, computer skills, and other areas that will prepare our
immigrant members to work within and outside the organization

■

Develop clearer pathways for immigrant members to join staff through the implementation
of advanced leadership trainings and internships in direct services, organizing, and
fundraising.

■

Build the skills of MUA’s existing immigrant staff, including trainings for newer staff in the
areas of supervision and program planning, so that they will not need to depend as much
on other staff members or organizations

■

Dedicate more of veteran staff’s resources to political leadership, movement building and
capacity building of other organizations.

■
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Utilize the lessons learned and models developed during MUA’s 20 year history to
strengthen the capacity of emerging organizations – especially the members of the National
Domestic Worker Alliance.

“Through various roles and opportunities, I am becoming a better leader within MUA. I
have opened doors for myself to do more than I ever imagined possible. Every time that
I have positive results I feel immense satisfaction and a desire to continue learning and
taking on more leadership.”
— Veronica Nieto, 2010 MUA Organizing Intern
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MUA’s Pathway to Leadership
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Join Peer Counselor
or Group Facilitator
Commitee

Join Caring Hands
Coordinating
Committee
providing peer
support and
governance.
(2013)

Obtain living wage jobs

Build skills
through
Intensive
Organizing
Internships

Trained as
Job Counselors
(2012)

Launch a business

Play a National Leadership Role
in the Movement for Justice
Receive advanced
worker organizing
training through
NDWA (2011)

Trained as
Grassroots
Fundraisers

Confidence

Work as a Paid Community Organizer
Represent MUA in
National and State
Domestic Worker
and Immigrant
Rights Alliances

Vision
Serve on a Board (MUA's or Allies)

Join Grassroots
Fundraising
Committee and
Raise Funds to
support work

Build skills
through
Intensive
Fundraising
Internships
(2011)

Join MUA's Staff

Self-Determination

Trained
as Domestic
Violence Counselors
and Crisis Hotline
Volunteers

Work as a Service Provider at a
shelter or community organization

Join Crisis Line or
Shelter
Volunteers
Committee and
Provide Services
Outside MUA
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Start a MUA chapter in another state

Return to her home country to
organize and provide services

Liberation

By expanding our peer support programs to include collaborations with local domestic
violence shelters, MUA is ensuring that Spanish speaking immigrant women receive the
services they need. Most shelters conduct therapy, group support meetings, and case
management in English. By placing counselors trained by MUA at the shelters, we
improve communication, access, and support.
– Maria Jimenez, MUA Support Services Director

Improve and Expand Direct Services
MUA affirms our commitment to working deeply with each woman that comes to our organization
while identifying opportunities to expand our impact. We are seeking new collaborations and ways of
doing our work that makes our peer support model available to more women. We will also deepen
our consciousness of and response to homophobia, racism, and sexism through on-going training
and conversations with our membership and staff. Finally, we will bring to light key issues such as
assault and violence that are taboo in our community and create a space to proclaim that the time has
come to end violence against and violation of Latina immigrant women. Over the next five years,
MUA will:

■

Strengthen counseling and group facilitation skills through partnerships and trainings

■

Improve the quality of our weekly group meetings through improved facilitation, smaller
group size, and careful planning of topics throughout the year.

■

Support Peer Counselors in providing quality services through increased training in domestic
violence, sexual assault, mental health, healthy family relationships, and workers’ rights.

■

Enhance MUA’s existing childcare program by offering additional training to caregivers,
implementing age-appropriate activities, connecting with outside programs, and improving
communication between providers and mothers.

■

Increase the self-sufficiency of members in their search for employment by creating a new
Job Counselors Committee through which members will help their peers search and
prepare for employment.

■

Generate more job opportunities for Caring Hands members through new marketing and
visibility campaigns

■

Increase access to and quality of domestic violence services for Spanish speakers by placing
MUA peer counselors at collaborating shelters where they will provide individual and group
support for survivors.

■

Provide support to women who do not come to our office through MUA’s new Spanish
language crisis line.
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“There is a critical need for sexual assault crisis services of, by, and for Latina immigrants.
MUA, with its long and strong history of advocating for Latina immigrants and their
families, is the ideal organization to provide these services.”
— Janelle White, SFWAR Executive Director
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“Crossing the border to secure a better life is an act of courage and leadership. MUA
harnesses these skills and empowers immigrant women to put their voices at the center
of the fight for equality and justice. This is a groundbreaking contribution to the
immigrant rights movement.”
— Ana Perez, CARECEN Executive Director

Build Immigrant Women’s Political Power
MUA believes that our model of pairing personal transformation with political change is unique and
important; however, we recognize a need to more clearly articulate the relationship between these two
components of our mission. We want to ensure that our membership also prioritizes both areas of
work and understands the difference between activism and organizing, why we have committed
ourselves to organizing for the long-term, and what strategic organizing and alliances involves. MUA
has always lent a crucial voice to the broader movement for social justice. We recognize that we are
one of the few grassroots led women’s organizations in the country working on a cross section of
issues from workers’ rights to immigrant rights to ending gender based violence. As such, we want to
occupy our rightful space as leaders of this movement and raise the voice of immigrant women
leaders. Our political work is becoming more national and international in scope and we are pushing
from below to create changes above. Between 2010 and 2015, MUA will:

■

Deepen our political education and organizing skills trainings

■

Improve alignment between the Caring Hands program and MUA’s Campaign Coordinating
Committee so that our Worker’s Association becomes an effective political vehicle that
advances domestic worker rights organizing through outreach and education projects for
both workers and employers and a formal process for responding to workplace abuses.

■

Build a broad coalition that wins passage of a Domestic Worker Bill of Rights in California

■

Strengthen the domestic worker movement in the United States and internationally through
our leadership in the National Domestic Worker Alliance

■

Build a sustainable immigrant rights movement in the East Bay and continue offering
leadership to immigrant rights organizing in San Francisco

■

Raise the voices of Latina immigrant survivors of violence and lead campaigns for gender justice.

■

Back the campaigns of our key allies and organize to support immigrant and workers’ rights.
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Our society does not respect, protect, or value the work of caring.
Organizing for a Domestic Worker Bill of Rights — an effort to change the way that
care work is treated — will provide opportunities for deep social transformation.
MUA's deep understanding and practice of linking personal transformation and
organizing for social change positions us to lead this emerging and exciting
movement locally, nationally, and internationally.
— Andrea Cristina Mercado, MUA Lead Organizer
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Through MUA’s intensive Grassroots Fundraising training, I learned to view each person
as a possible donor and to seize opportunities to talk with potential supporters. At first,
I feared rejection. Now, I am willing to take more risks to ensure that our organization
has the necessary resources and autonomy to do the work identified and prioritized by
our community and members.
— Maria Luna, MUA Grassroots Fundraising Committee Member

Promote Sustainability and Autonomy
MUA has been extremely fortunate to receive generous financial support for our efforts. In the last
five years alone, over 20 foundation and government sources contributed to MUA’s programs and
campaigns. Hundreds of individual gifts, large and small, have contributed to MUA’s success. To
ensure our long-term stability, MUA seeks to diversify and increase fund development capacity by
integrating fundraising responsibilities amongst all staff, continuing to build our member-led
grassroots fundraising program, and identifying and creating relationships with new major donors.
MUA also recognizes that our organization is at a critical juncture with staff and budget growing
rapidly. As our leadership evolves to include immigrants and non-immigrants, individuals with a
long history with MUA and those newer to our work, we want to intentionally build a team that
continues to prioritize Latina immigrant leadership and supports each staff member’s growth.
Between 2011 and 2015, MUA will:
■

Continue to increase the capacity of our member-led grassroots fundraising committee
with the goal of moving 1-2 committee members into new staff positions

■

Share MUA’s innovative grassroots fundraising model with our allies

■

Strengthen and increase the involvement of our board, staff and allies in expanding our
funding base

■

Increase the percentage of income that comes from individual donors by launching new
creative fundraising projects that increase our number of donors and size of contributions

■

Improve our capacity to document and share our impact

■

Maintain a healthy 6-9 month reserve and a level budget over the next 2 years

■

Engage in an organization-wide dialogue about our growing diversity and how best to
promote and build the leadership of our base while integrating support from non-immigrants

■

Adjust our staff structure to ensure fair distribution of work and effective supervision,
coordination, and program integration

■

Invest in staff and board development and in particular increase English language abilities
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By prioritizing English learning for staff and members, MUA is making a significant shift
in organizational culture. This new approach will provide an important model for how to
develop the English language capacity of immigrant women leaders in a compassionate
and respectful way.
— Lina Avidan, Zellerbach Family Foundation
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Thank You
This plan would not have been possible without the support of MUA’s strategic planning consultants Margi
Clarke and Maria Rogers Pascual. Thank you for your patience, perspective, and challenging questions.

MUA also thanks the Evelyn and Walter Haas Jr. Fund, French American Charitable Trust
Management Assistance Program, Walter and Elise Haas Sr. Fund, and Zellerbach Foundation for
their support of our strategic planning and English Language Assessment processes.

Additional foundation and government supporters over the past 5 years include:
Akonadi Foundation
Bella Vista Foundation
The California Endowment
California Wellness Foundation
East Bay Community Foundation
Grousbeck Family Foundation
Hispanics in Philanthropy
Isabel Allende Foundation
Latino Community Foundation
Office of Violence Against Women, U.S. Department of Justice
Omnia Foundation
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Peace Development Fund
San Francisco Mayor’s Office of Economic and Workforce Development
San Francisco Department on the Status of Women
San Francisco Foundation
Women’s Foundation of California, Economic Justice Donors’ Circle
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Staff
Juana Flores
Co-Director for Programs

Andrea Lee
Co-Director for Administration and Fundraising

Direct Services Team
Maria Jiménez
Program Director

Maria Carrillo
Oakland Coordinator

Maria Hernandez
San Francisco Coordinator

Organizing Team
Andrea Cristina Mercado
Lead Organizer and Political Education Director

Claudia Reyes
Community Organizer

Ariana Gil Navarete
Outreach Coordinator

Caring Hands Team
Carmen Denis
Caring Hands Coordinator

Mariane Stimbra-Mora
Job Developer

Board of Directors
Maria Reyes, President
Verónica Corral, Vice-President
Cristina Zepeda, Secretary

Fundraising and Finance Team
Claudia Gomez Arteaga
Grassroots Fundraiser

Aide Rodriguez
Grants Manager

Ethelvina Sanchez
Finance Assistant

Daniela Zarza, Treasurer
Emily Goldfarb
Esperanza Barajas
Kathy Coll
Maria Pilar Tudela
Maria Rogers Pasqual
Sylvia Lopez Hernandez
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2783 E. 12th Street, Suite 201
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